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Target does not represent or warrant that this information is accurate or complete. On occasion,
manufacturers may modify their items and update their labels. We recommend that you do not
rely solely on the information presented. If you have a specific question about this item, you
may consult the item's label, contact the manufacturer directly or call Target Guest Services at
See our price match guarantee. See how a store is chosen for you. Loading, please wait Free
2-Day Shipping. Same Day Delivery. Shop all Rogue. Help us improve this page. About this item.
Highlights Body. Body type: Dreadnought. Cutaway: No. Top wood: Laminated Whitewood.
Specifications Dimensions Overall : Warranty: No Applicable Warranty. To obtain a copy of the
manufacturer's or supplier's warranty for this item prior to purchasing the item, please call
Target Guest Services at Description Rogue proudly introduces the string version of one of
their most popular guitars. The Rogue RA guitar is an ideal instrument to introduce beginners
and young musicians to the chimey overtones of the string. The body depth and width bring out
balanced tone and plenty of projection to be heard from across the room. Report incorrect
product info. Shipping details Estimated ship dimensions: Return details This item can be
returned to any Target store or Target. This item must be returned within 30 days of the in-store
purchase, ship date or online order pickup. See return policy for details. See the return policy
for complete information. From the manufacturer No information loaded. Restrictions apply.
Pricing, promotions and availability may vary by location and at Target. The latest on our store
health and safety plans. Target does not represent or warrant that this information is accurate
or complete. On occasion, manufacturers may modify their items and update their labels. We
recommend that you do not rely solely on the information presented. If you have a specific
question about this item, you may consult the item's label, contact the manufacturer directly or
call Target Guest Services at See our price match guarantee. See how a store is chosen for you.
Loading, please wait Free 2-Day Shipping. Same Day Delivery. Shop all Rogue. A green circle
with a white checkmark in the center. Help us improve this page. About this item. Highlights
6-string. Dreadnought design. Whitewood body. Nato neck. Specifications Dimensions Overall :
Warranty: No Applicable Warranty. To obtain a copy of the manufacturer's or supplier's
warranty for this item prior to purchasing the item, please call Target Guest Services at
Description From Rogue comes this amazing deal in the RA dreadnought acoustic guitar. The
Rogue guitar is an ideal instrument for the beginner, or ng musician. The body depth and width
bring out balanced tone and plenty of projection to be heard from across the room. This
ultra-affordable dreadnought acoustic guitar features a whitewood body, which brings out lots
of mid-range punch. The nato neck adds sustain without losing any strength in tone. The
painted maple bridge and fingerboard add clarity to each note, and a striking look to the front of
the guitar. The RA also features nickel hardware and covered tuners. This Rogue acoustic guitar
will certainly get the job done, at a price that anybody can afford. Report incorrect product info.
Shipping details Estimated ship dimensions: Return details This item can be returned to any
Target store or Target. This item must be returned within 30 days of the in-store purchase, ship
date or online order pickup. See return policy for details. See the return policy for complete
information. From the manufacturer No information loaded. Restrictions apply. Pricing,
promotions and availability may vary by location and at Target. The latest on our store health
and safety plans. With a large dreadnought size, the body of the RA is made entirely of
laminated whitewood, with a glossy finish and black pickguard on the face. Note that it comes in
a selection of colors, including natural, sunburst or black. Joined at the 14th fret, the neck is
made of solid nato, while the fret fretboard is painted maple. As with many in this range, the
guitar would benefit from a good string change and set-up out of the box, which would increase
both the playability and tone. There are no electronics on this model, although an
electro-acoustic version does indeed exist. This solely-acoustic version is fitted with
run-of-the-mill sealed nickel tuners, which work fine although they feel a little stiff. For an
instrument that costs so little, the RA offers a sound that punches above its weight. Close to
perfect? Not even that. For more info about the Rogue RA, click here. For more Cheap Acoustic
Guitars you might like, click here. Bought one Maple guitar from Guitar World. The guitar had
the same string for the first 3 and 2 if same on next 3. I sent it back,still have another one extra
that has the same string configuration. A month later no refund. Was I right or wrong? Your
email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Speak Your Mind Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. Learn more.
Got it! Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought
this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. A great introductory acoustic, priced for anyone to afford. From Rogue comes this
amazing deal in the RA dreadnought acoustic guitar. The Rogue guitar is an ideal instrument for
the beginner, or young musician. The body depth and width bring out balanced tone and plenty

of projection to be heard from across the room. This ultra-affordable dreadnought acoustic
guitar features a whitewood body, which brings out lots of mid-range punch. The nato neck
adds sustain without losing any strength in tone. The painted maple bridge and fingerboard add
clarity to each note, and a striking look to the front of the guitar. The RA also features nickel
hardware and covered tuners. This Rogue acoustic guitar will certainly get the job done, at a
price that anybody can afford. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 9 - Fastest delivery:
March 8 - In stock. Usually ships within 4 to 5 days. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Easy To Shop.
Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked screens due to normal use
covered from day one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims
approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your
covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Image Unavailable
Image not available for Color:. Brand: Rogue. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart
Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details.
Ships from and sold by Easy To Shop. Ships from and sold by Amazon. More to consider from
our brands. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Jasmine S35 Acoustic Guitar, Natural. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Compare with similar items. Product information Item Weight 4. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. I bought this guitar with the typical reservations and concerns about buying
something this personal on-line without playing it first and the insane danger of having it
shipped to me and it arriving in the proper number of pieces. My concerns were overwhelmed
by my good luck and superb good fortune. The seller packed it well enough box inside another
box with good packing material. I'm not saying that the sound is exactly equivalent to Martin,
but it's close enough for this "game of marbles. The other point being that this came from a
retail store. Since there are several of these listed on Amazon, is this a
continually-manufactured product or is this a "going out of business sale? I guess guitars are
less expensive to make than I thought. A Martin is NOT worth 10 times as much. I've owned and
played Martins from a K to a J45, with a few D28's in there along the way, and this Rogue can
hold it's own with any of them. I highly recommend this guitar to everyone - those with
callouses on our finger tips as well as those with painfully sore finger tips. For what it is Could
it be better? However, you get what you pay for or is it that you pay for what you get? After
receiving the guitar, I allowed 2 days for it to get used to my home and cool down. Once it
cooled down and was accustomed to the humidity, it tuned OK. It is playable, but not
exceptional. Mine came with a paint flaw on the back, but I am not going to go through sending
it back just for that. Would I buy this guitar again? Without question, NO! There are MUCH better
offerings out there. They just cost about times as much. I was burglarized earlier this year and,
among other things, they stole ALL of my guitars. Even if it is a POC. This guitar IS playable. It
has held tune with the strings that came on it and the frets are not nearly as bad as I thought at
first. Of course, given that I have nothing here to compare it to, it may still be a POC, but it is
very playable and is filling my "guitar gap" nicely. I would go to 4 stars, but I haven't had it long
enough for that After playing this guitar for 8 months, I guess I have just gotten used to the
lousy frets. Is it even close to a good guitar? Is it playable, yes. Is it a good first guitar for a
young person just getting started? Well, in my humble opinion, no. Unless this is all you can
afford. It may make a new player appreciate a quality guitar even more or just turn them off to
playing completely. This Rogue acoustic guitar was a great buy. We bought it for our son who is
very musical but had never dabbled in guitar before. It is full sized and after doing some
prepurchase research, discovered that this guitar came highly recommended and was
economically priced. It plays nicely and was a good place to start. We have since replaced the
strings due to a recommendation from my guitar playing nephew, and the guitar is easier to play
now as a result, but otherwise this guitar looks and plays quite nicely and is a good place to
start for a new or even intermediate guitar player. I attached a photo for reference. Images in
this review. I bought this guitar for my daughter. She has a few of them and still, I find her
playing this one more then the others. Well worth the little money for the rich sound. I bought it
as a Christmas gift for my beginner daughter, a few months before the holiday season. The
reviews were good so I decided to risk and buy blind online. I do not know anything about

guitars. She was excited and when we took it to get tuned by a friend that teaches guitar, the g
string did not turn and will not tune. Now I have to take the guitar to get fixed and spend more
money on something that was ordered brand new. Do not buy online. Should have shopped
local. See all reviews. Featured items you may like. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: cheap acoust
4 prong dryer plug wiring diagram
vanderhaags kansas city
2000 silverado headlight wiring diagram
ic guitar cases , guitar finger , guitar fretboard , beginner acoustic guitars , acoustic guitar ,
beginners' fret acoustic guitars. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Mahogany Wood.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

